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IV. NODE SOFTWARE 

4-1. Conmunication Protocols; 

Pig. (4-1) shows the network conmunication protocol, 
structure. It has a hierarchical sbructure in which the 
lowest level concerns with the transmission of blocks of data 
between two nodes while higher levels handle the transfer of 
complete files between user processes. The principle requi
rements that should be satisfied at each level of the communic
ation protocol could he summarized as fo- lows: 

a- To establish a logical connection between stations. 

b- To maintain srooth and error free data flow over the 
established connection without excessive delay or 
hang-ups. 

c- To close the connection. 

4-2o Node-Node Frotocol Functions s 

This protocol handles the transfer of packets between a 
couple of nodes. A decentralized flow control is used so that 
each node can master the ommon seri-1 communication channel 
(bus) for a short period in order to transmit a single block 
to any other destination node. Meanwhile, other nodes are not 
allowed to access the bus and have to wait until the master n 
node finishes. 

4.2.1. establishing a logica1 connection between two nodes: 

The source node starts by sending a space allocation 
request message (one block) indicating the total length 
(block count) of the message to be transmitted and waits for 
the reply» Upon receiving the request, to decide whether accept
ing the considered multi-block message or not According to 
the allocation replay message the connection should be establi-' 
shed or broken , 

4*2.20 .flow control s 

As soon as the source node recives the allocation reply 
the source would sequentially send all the blocks of the message 
to the destination node There they are reassembled to form 
the original message. 



I.INTRODUCTION 

Itu-tbdLs proj®otf many of—tho oxioting, computer networks 
have been studied. Different trends regarding the network 
architecture and the various protocols that govern data 
transfers and guarantee a reliable communication among all 
aemputer-o»*within-the-network -have been -investigatedv^Hentye-, 
a hierarchical network structure has been proposed to provide 
a simple and inexpensive way for the realization of a reliable 
real-time computer network. In such architecture all com
puters in the same level are connected to a common serial 
channel through intelligent nodes that collectively control 
data transfers over the serial channel. This level of com
puter network can be considered as a local Area Computer 
Network (LACN) that can be used in nuclear power plant control 
system since it has geographically dispersed subsystems. 
Network expansion would be straight f^gwap4-by-connecting—an 
ifl^eirigent—uoete-^e the common channel for each added 
computer (HOST) 

All the nodes a-re funo4rî na-l-3ry~3±mirl-ar -a-od_are designed 
around a microprocesor chip to provide the required intellig 
ence. The node can be.divided into two sections namely a com-
men section that interfaces with serial data channel and a 
private section to interface with the host computer. This 
part would naturally tend to have some variations in the 
hardware details to match the requirements of individual host 
computers0 Qn the—othar- nan-?—T-He—common— section -is- exactly 
t-hê same for^alX-nadea, 

A simulation study +-** f-hf pf-^rmrmri? nf ^h* prnp-'-qffil-
computer network has bean evolvcu. 

The next section deals with the computer network from 
the different points of views such as topology, communication 
protocols and communication interface*-, From *.hlj study, 
the highly reliable real time computer network configuration 
has been deduced 

The third ..sect ion explains the node hardware of the 
comiii-jn part while tITe fourth one introduces the node software 
o en to. on five presents the node interfacing to the two hosio 
(private part). The communication software has been explained 
vs t-ho noxt motion. Finally section seven presents th« 
o 'inilti t ion '•ooul.to o! the compute notwort' porf orr.ianro , !!•.(> 
in si '.action is tho « on-lusion., 
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II.SLNGIE SERIAL CHANNEL REAL 
TIMS COMPUTER NETWORK 

2olo The Configuration of the Proposed Networks 

The project network have to fulfil the following 
purposes: 

a) It must be highly reliable, i-e all processes in the 
network will operate even with a number of minicomputers down« 

b) It must permit any process to have access to any of the 
minicomputers 0 

C) It should meet the real time processes demands especially 
the high speed response that requires a very high transmi
ssion rate» 

d) The area covered by the network is the premises of a 
nuclear power plant factory, etc , with distances of few 
kilometers o 

e) It must retain a high degree of flexibility both in 
hardware and software aspects„ 

The network configuration is shown in fig.(2-1)0 In 
this network orgaization? we have three levels•', host comp
uters as highest level ones, minicomputers as second level 
and microcomputers as first level ., Computers of the same 
level are connected by information paths so that the load 
of failed element can be shared by other members in the 
same level • This feature increases the reliability on con
sidering that information paths are more reliable than com
puters o 

Starting with the first level, triplicated sensors 
and microprocessers will be used to increase reliability.» 
Any data is considered valid from this first level if and 
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only if two microprosessors agree *• Also there are two 
paths for •* information flow from the microprocessor 
llevel to-the miriicbmputer'level;; one fbr parallel 
transmissions the other for serial transmission The role 
of the highest level in the network is the optimization. 
For each level of the network.* coaxial cables of minimum 
time delay and high quality will be used for serial synch -
ronous transmission* For realization.' only the second level 
will be implemented using the available minicomputers H 316, 
and Interdata 7/16, see fig (2 2) 

2.2. General Features of the Network Protocol 

1- It has decentralized or distributed, flow control, 

2- It uses the packet switching techniques on the common 
single channel and message siwtching technique between 
each node and its host * 

3- the communication common bus is bidirectional but the 
data transfer node is half duplex. 

4- Nodes on the same bus has different priorities according 
to the processes assigned to them-

5- Each node can communicate with any other node by two 
modes of addresses.- a unique address which is used to comm
unicate with a specific node and a master address to be used 
in case of budding for specific services. Network level 
expansion can be realized without any extensive changes in 
protocal, 

The architecture and software of the two computers used 
H 316, and Jhterdata 7/16 are explaind in references 1,2 for 
H 316 and 3,4 for the %nterdata 7/16. 

2.3. Node_Block_Diagrami._Fi£ „ (2_J3) 

The node is designed around a microprocessor chip, 
PROMS, and RAMS. The microproessor initiates the main con
trol signals of the node for both receiving and transmitting 
nodes * The bus acquisition logic checks if the bus is free 
and issues the priority test pattern for resolving the multi 
access conflict. The word synchronizer provides the word 
synchronization The BI is used to interface the DMA con-
trollier to the single data channel. 
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III. NODE HARDWARE 

3.1. intelligent Mode Main Features. 

a- It recives and transmits serial and synchronous data. 

h- It can operate only in half duplex mode 

c- It uses the packet switching technique between nodes and 
message switching technique between hosts 

d- The error check is done by using the Error Control Logic 
(FCL) which utilizes the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) hardware 
technique 

e- As all the nodes are connected on a single serial data 
channel, any node has to test bus (whether it is free) 
before it can transmit any information 
Thus the network control is distributed 

f- It can transmit and receive blocks of variable length 

g- It includes a nicroprocessor vrhich directs most of the 
signals in the node whether it acts as a transmitter or a 
receiver • Moreover, it analizes the block received and 
detects the error whether in the number of bytes in the 
block or the check error flag. 

3-2. Block Format.-

It consists of three main fields9 

a- The Header FjLeld: 

It is as shown in fig. (31). It contains 12 subf-
ields which are explained in report (3) except the AcK. 
aubfield that has bnen added as a result of the simulation 
to if prove the network performance as indicated in 
chapter (7) 
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1 SYNC 

1 SYNC 

2 RECEIVER CODE 

3 NUMBER OF BYTES 

4 START FLAG 

5 TRANSMITTER CODE 

6 MESSAGE NAME 

7 NUMBER OF BLOCKS 

8 COPY COUNT 

9 MESSAGE TYPE 

10 SERIAL NUMBER OF I3I0CK 

11 LAST CLOCK FLAG 

ACU BYTE 

TEST 

END OF TEXT 

Block 'Check Sequence (0,3) 

Fig (31) Dlock Format. 
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h" The text field 

This includes the information to be sent. Its length can take 
any value between zero byte in case of most of control 
messages and 241 bytes in case of information messages. The 
information is followed by the end of text ETX subfield 
defining the end of block. 

c- Block Check Sequence: 

It consists of 2 check characters which are generated by ECK 
in transmitter and received as one byte in the receiver. 

3-3 Node Hardware Orgnization of Common Part: 

It consists of two main hardware parts as shown in the 
block diagram of fig.(3-2). The microcomputer part is a 
standard hardware based on the INTEL 8008 microprocessor, 
where the communication interface part works to couple the 
microcomputer to the serial data bus. The ingredients of 
the latter part are: 

a. The Word Synchronizer (WS): 

The circuit provides synchronized strobing pulses to the dir
ect memory access controller in order to determin&the 
correct framing of the incomming bit stream during the rec
eiving process„ In addition it controls the operation of 
the ECL during the receive mode 

b. The Direct Memory Access (DMU Controller.-

This block handles the data transfer in both directions 
between the serial data bus interface and fejie RAM memory of the 
microcomputer using direct memory accessing. In addition, it 
controls the operation of the ECL during the transmission mode* 
The controller is divided into 3 main sections; The receiver 
(RCVR) section is responsible for the conversion of the 
incomming serial bit stream into 8-bit bytes to be stored 
in the memory.- while the transmitter (XMTR) section1 performs 
the parallel - to - serial conversion on the accessed imenior.y 
bytes for transmission. The XMTR strobes the check chara
cters generated inside the ECL and appends them serially to 
the transmitted block. The common section (COMMON) operates 
in both the transmitting and receving. mode by holding the 
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microcomputer CPU and controlling the memory address bus 
(MAB) during the DMA transfer. 

c- The Error Control Logic (ZCL) 

For error detection! the ECL block uses the Cyclic Redundancy 
Checking CRC which is more powerful than the traditional 
parity checking A lfi- bit check word is generated during 
the transmission process to be appended by the XMTR to the 
0/P bit stream In receiving processj, FCL verifies the corr
ectness of the incomming bits of every received block and 
accordingly establishes an error flag to be examined by the 
microcomputer to determine whether to consider or ignore that 
block. 

d• The Bus Acquisition Logic (BAL)-

It is responsible for monitoring the serial data bus when the 
microprocessor decides to transmit a block, so that the 
transmission would take place only when the bus is free. If 
the bus is free the BAL would place an MPP (Node Priority 
Pulse) on the bus. The pule width that appears on the bus 
would be equal to the longest NPP if more than one node 
happen to place their NPP at the same time. For that 
successful node, the BAL would send a signal to the DMA 
controller to start the block transmission. 

e. The Bus Interfacing (BI): 

This block contains the line driver and line receiver that 
couple the I/P and O/P serial data paths of the DMA controller 
into the serial data bus. In addition,, it contains the local 
clock generator that drives the different blocks on the 
communication interface side. It consists mainly of two parts 
the transmitter fig.(3-3) through which the data to be sent 
is modulated using an execlusive or (XOR) the receiver fig. 
(3-4) can extract the clock and the data through a number of 
monostables * 

3-4 Mode Operation 

a- Operation as a transmitter. 

To send a block, the transmission sofware will initialize 
both the DMA controller and the error control logic then 
starts the bus acquisition logic. This would monitor the 
serial data channel state. If it is found busy, the BAL 
hardware keeps monitoring the channel until eventually 
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detecting the didle state. Next it would perform the priority 
test. Being the highest priority node requesting the bus; 
the BAL signals the DMA controller which will hold the activity 
of the microprocessor and take control oi the memory bus. 
Data bytes would be sequentially accessed and serialized at 
th<s frequency of the free-running clock in the bus interface 
unit. 

The serial bit stream is applied to the communication 
channel through the BI. Simultaneously it is applied to the 
ECL in order to calculate the check characters. When all 
data bits have been serialized and transmitted, the check 
characters are strobed in parallel into the DMA controller 
and then appended to the output stream without loosing the 
synchronization t This completes the block transmission over 
the serial communication channel., The DMA controller will 
release the memory bus and return control to the microproc
essor. Fig (3 5) shows the flow chart of the node operation 
as a transmitter 

b. Operation as^receiver. 

Before switching itself into the receive mode, the node 
would first initialize its DMA controller specifying where 
to store the next block to be received. When the bus int
erface receives the coded transmitted data, it passes the 
demodulated data bits to the WS logic. This would establish 
correct framing when the node detects the receiving of a 
synchronization character (SY"N) ,When the RCVR detects its 
own address code next to a SYN, the DMA controller would 
hold the microprocessor and take control of the memory bus. 
Inconutiing data bits would be assembled to form complete bytes 
for sequential storage in the RAM memory. The first received 
byte following the address code is dedicated for the block 
length count which is used to automatically load the byte 
count of the incomming block into the DMA controller. All 
incomming bits (including those of the check character) are 
fed serially to the ECL which upon receiving the last check 
bit/ will set an error flag to be read by the microprocessor 
in case a transmission error is detected. In addition, the 
node will be automatically switched to the transmission mode 
to prevent receiving nevr blocks before handling the present 
one. 

The DMA controller will then return control to the 
microprocessor and immediately interrupt it to handle the 
received block* Depending on the error flag set by the 
ECL the receiving block would be ignored if a transmission 
error has been detected- Fig (3 6) presents the flow chart 
of the node operation as a receiver. 
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IV. NODE SOFTWARE 

4-1. Communication Protocols: 

Fig .(4̂ -1) shows the network communication protocol 
structure. It has a hierarchical structure in which 
the lowest level concerns with the transmission of blocks 
of data between two nodes while higher levels handle the 
transfer of complete files between user processes. The 
principle requirements that should be satisfied at each 
level of the communication protocol could be summarized 
as follows: 

a- To establish a logical connection between stations. 

b- To maintain smooth and error free data flow over 
the established connection without excessive 
delay or hang-ups. 

c- To close the connection. 

4-2. Mode-Node Protocol Functions? 

This protocol handles the transfer of packets between 
a couple of nodes. A decentralized flow control is used so 
that each node can master the common serial communication 
channel (bus) for a short period in order to transmit a 
single block to any other destination node. Meanwhile, 
other nodes are not allowed to access the bus and have to 
wait until the master node finishes, 

4-2-1. Establishing a Logical Connection Between Two Nodes 

The source node starts by sending a space alloc
ation reauest message (one block) indicating the total length 
(block count) of the message to be transmitted, and waits 
for the reply. Upon receiving the request, the destination 
node would check its free buffer space to decide whether acc
epting the considered multiblockmessage or not. According to 
the allocation replay message, the connection should be 
established or broken 

4-2-2, Flow Controls 
• M N M H M M M W M M M O M M I 

As soon as the source node receives the allocation 
reply, the source would sequentially send all the blocks of 
the message to the destination node. There, they are 
reassembled to form the original message. 
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Transmission errors in any block would be detected at the dest
ination node and the Entire block would be ignored if it was 
not error-free-* Upon receiving the last block of aftindividual 
message the destination node would send a list of the errone
ously received blocks (if any) in its acknowledgement message. 
In turn, the source node wouid retransmit all of the blocks 
included in the received error list The source node would 
consider the connection to be ended only when it receives an 
Ack message with an empty error list * 

4-3 Node-Node Protocol Realizatian (Node Software)s 

This protocol is realized through an assembly language 
program* f if .(4-2) the main program calls a number of routines. 
It occupies 2K bytes of PROM memory, in addition to two zones 
of 2K bytes namely the node and host zones, the host zone is 
used for holding a copy of the message received from or tran
smitted to the local host' After beeing subdivided into 
blocks each block is preceeded by the proper header the node 
zone is used to hold message received from or destinated to 
another node,, 

Starting with the main program its main function is the 
co-ordination between all the different subroutines. It starts 
by calling the power-on routine„ This routine clears all the 
buffers, and working registers in the assigned memory area. 
Next the main program calls the memory layout routine fig0 
(4-3)o In this routine, the addresses of the available 
storage area in both the transmit and recevie zones are set in 
the associated address. 

The pointer tables and all the buffers in the working 
area are cleared All pointers are initialized and the free 
blocks counter is updated to hold the actual number of free 
blocks in the receiving zone Then the main program calls the 
initialization routine which passes the address of the . first 
available buffer in the receiving zone to the DMA controller 
and set the node in the receive mode It waits for node 
request * 

Should the node be requested, the CPU must be holded to 
release the buses to the DMA controller When the massage is 
recived, the CPU is interrupted and the main program calls the 
receiver service routine and returns, 
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Call Power On Routine 
# This Routine Clears AUL Buffers, 

Folnters,and Working Registers 
In The Assigned Memory Area, 

Call 

Memory Lay.Out Routine 

Call 
Initialization Routine. 

0. Wait For Node 
Request 

; 

j Set N. Flags, 

Call DMA Controller Routine 
T 

Set H- Flags 

( Call Receiver Service Routine 

Fig.(4-2): Mcwnprogram. 
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4 3 1 The Messaqe Transmission Routine: 

It is initiated by the host computer after delivering 
a message to its local node. The node in turn, examines the 
message identification table to prepare the relevant header 
of the blocks to be transmitted to another node, should the 
message be more than one block, the text is subdivided into 
blocks with proper header. An allocation request message is 
perpared and its address is passed to the DMA and the block 
transmission routine is called The node is then set in the 
receving mode waiting to an allocation reply If toe node 
will transmit a message to the local host, it has to add a 
parity check byte after each block before transmission. 

4.3.2 The Block Transmission Routine: 

It plays the role of establishing and maintaining 
a connection between two nodes during a block transmission 
process The routine is initiated by passing the address of 
first byte to be transmitted and the number of bytes to the 
DMA controller The node will start via . its hardware to check 
whether the bus is free, if so, the node sends its NPP and 
waits to ensure that no other nodes of higher priority are 
asking for bus acquisition. 

If it successeeds the node hardware issues a HOLD REQ. 
signal to hold the CPU and gives the control to the DAM contr
oller. The word count is decremented until it reaches zero, 
then a signal causes the CPU to get out of the HOLD state. 

4.3.3 The Receiver Service Routine: 

It is the most important routine. It starts at the 
end of receiving a block, an interrupt signal will bring the 
CPU back to an action. It checks the error flag in' case when 
the transmitter is another node, otherwise it will perform the 
parity checking when the message is received from local host. 

If the block is erroneous, its starting address will 
be reloaded into the DMA controller otherwise, the address 
of the next available buffer in the receiving zone will be passed 
to the DMA Then the message type is examined If it is an 
allocation request message the free bytes counter is checked 
for the required number of bytes. If there is enough spece for 
the expected message it is received and an allocation reply 
whould be prepared and its address is passed to the DMA, while 
the block transmission routine will send it. 
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Beaing an information message, an ACK message should be 
issuedt after examining the last block flag and all the block 
number,/ otherwise it will set itself in receive mode expe
cting the remaining blocks to be transmitted, it issues and 
ACK. Message contains the missed blocks if the last block 
flag was set and some blocks are not yet received; 

On the other hand, if the message was an acknowledeg* 
ment one It examines the text/ if all the blocks are 
received it releases the message buffer otherwise/ it 
retransmits/ the missed blocks. In case of an allocation 
reply message, if the requested space was not granted, it 
tries later,'otherwise, it will send its information message. 
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V. NODE PRIVATE PART (NODE INTERFACING) 

5-1 Interfacing To Interdata 7/16 Computer? 

Fig.(5-1) shows a general block diagram of the connec
tion between the node and the interdata 7/16 host computer. 
On the host side, the interface shall be connected to the 
selector channel (SEtCH) which is a DMA controller connected 
to I/O bus (MUX BUS) of the host and works on a cycle "stealing 
basis. The transfer control logic within the SELCH would either 
connect the SELCH BUS directly to the MUX BUS when SELCH is 
idle; otherwise to the memory BUS to perform DMA transfer of 
data between the device (node) and the memory of host under 
SELCH control. The node controller is connected to the 
SELCH BUS. 

Fig. (5-2) shows a detailed block diagram of the node 
interface. Its main blocks are: 

1. Bidirectional transfer control logic: 
This couples the node input data lines, output data lines, 
and status lines to the common I/O bus of the host computer, 

2. Device selector: 
It serves both to gate host control signals to the 
node and to automatically supply the node address to the 
host in case of node interrupt. 

3. Host interrupt control logics 
It is a logic circuit which provides for masking node 
interrupts under program control. All interrupting 
devices are connected according to their priority form a 
daisy chain. In case of simultaneous interrupts, the 
daisy chain would direct the acknowledgement signal to 
the highest priority interrupting device. 

4. Control lines logic: 
This is basically used to gate the control lines from 
the SELCH BUS to the node whenever the node is addressed 
by the host computer. 

5. Block length counter: 
This would be set to the word count of the data block to 
be transfered in either direction. 
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69 Read/write control logic: 
This logic allows for enabling the host to read and write 
during the DMA process from the O/P and the I/P data 
beffer registers. Moreover it enables the read/write 
operations to the block elength counter under program 
controlo 

70 Node interrupt control logic; 
Its function is to initiate an interrupt to the node by 
the same signal which loads the block length counter and 
it is reset by the node interrupt acknowledge0 

8c Status register: 
It is a 3-bit register to indicate the node status to the 
hosto One bit indicates whether the node is busy or free. 
It serves in synchronizing the data flow during the DMA 
process between the SELCH and the nodee Another bit shows 
the node availability« The third bit indicates the type 
of interrupt node by the node whether it is for a node~to 
host or host-to-node data transfer„ 

9o End of transfer logic? 
It sends signals to the node under program control to 
indicate the ond of transfer as well as whether it was 
completed successfully,, 

5-2 Interface Operation: 

Ao Flow of data from host-to Node (fig 5-3) 

Data flow sequence is as follows; 

lo When the host prepares data to be sent to the node, it 
firstly requests its status„ If the node is not ready,, the 
host will branch to set a flag (RFC) in the controller 
indicating his request for data transfer to the nodec Thus, 
an interrupt to the host would be automatically initiated when 
the node resets its busy flag, 

2. Being interrupted the host automatically picks the node 
address and senses its status in order to define the type of 
interrupt. Then the host would dissabl.a, and disarm interrupt 
requests from the node. 

3o Host will issue a command to enable writing in the block 
length counter (RBLC) of the node controller and to 
interrupt the node. 
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4o On sequence, the node reads the block length counter and 
checks whether it has enough buffer to accept the transfer0 
If so, it prepares itself so that the controller can master the 
memory bus of the node which would be ready for automatic data 
transfer. 

5. If the busy flag is reset by the node, the host prepares the 
controller and the SELCH for data transfer, next the .SELCH 
would be started to continue the transfer without any interrup
tion from the CPU. On the other hand, if the flag is set the 
host would set the REC flag and return. 

6. After the data block is successfully transfered, the SELCH 
would automatically interrupt the host to inform it by the 
transfer end. 

B. Flow of dat from Node-to-Host; 

L The node would prepare the data to be sent to the host and 
next, it would write the word count into the block length 
counter. 

2. Then node would neet its busy flag and initialize the DMA 
controller to interrupt the host. 

3. If the interrupt is honored, the host would automatically 
sense the address of the node and immediately acknowledge it. 

4. The host would read the node status register in order to 
determine the type of interrupt. Since it is a node to host 
data transfer, the interrupting node (s) are connected accord
ing to their priority forming a daisy chain (in case of multi 
interrupts). 

5o An acknowledgement signal would be directed from the daisy 
chain to the highest priority interrupting node. 

6. An end of transfer signal would be sent to the node in 
case of successful complete data transfer. 

5-3. interface to the H-316 Computer: 

The block diagram of this interface is shown in fig, 
(5-4). To explain the interface operation we have to consider 
the flow direction. 
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Ao Flow From H-316 to the Node; 

To transfer information from host to node, the host has 
to read the status register by issuing a command including the 
read function and the status register adress (34), which will 
be decoded by the function decoder-F6 and the address decoder 
(DAI) respectively. 

If the node is busy, the host issues a command to 
set the flag F/F0 When the node becomes ready, it resets the 
the flag F/F and interrupts the host. On other . hand, if the 
node is ready, the host will enable the interface by sending 
the node address (33) and the function (FI). The outputs 
DA. FI from address and function decoder plus the pi pulse set 
the DMC enable F/F„ On sequence the host will prepare the 
interface to receiver information from it and send the 
number of words involved in the transfer, that will be loaded 
in the block length counter (B„L.C) and the host. 

Interrupt the node to read the B.L.C., if it has enough 
space, it sends interrupt ack. to the host, prepares its DMA 
controller to receive information, holds the microprocessor and 
issues a break to the DMC of the host which gives the next cycle 
to the DMC. The DMC will transfer one word and return the con
trol to the CPU. Node interface will generate another break 
and so on until all the message has been transmitted. 

Thus, the B.L.C. Will generate a pulse that transfers 
the control from the node DMA controller to the node CPU . In 
turn the microprocessor checks the message; if it is errorfree, 
it sends an ack., or it will neglect it. 

B. Information Flow From The Node To The Host; 

Node starts by preparing its interface to transfer 
information to the host. It sets the ready busy F/F, loads 
the number of words in the B.L.C. and interrupts the host. The 
latter reads the node status word. Knowing that this interrupt 
is due to information transfer to the host, it will initialize 
the node interface in the transmit node, set the DMC enable F/F, 
read the B.L.C. and interrupt the node to inform it that it 
is ready to accept information from it. 

Thus, the node prepares its DMA, holds its CPU, and sends 
break to the DMC. 

The transmission is completed like the previous host 
to node sequence. 
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VI. COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE 

The communication software must provide the following 
functions for maintaining the network discipline: 

a. Good interrupt facililities. 

b. Generation of polling and addressing sequences. 

c. Making decisions regarding priority, traffic, and 
maintenance of polling lists 

d. Carrying out the translation between the communica
tion interface and the host. 

e. Buffer management. 

moreover the software structure must be logical and moduler. 

Realization of the communication protocol architecture 
is shown in pig (4-1). Chapter (4) explains the node to node 
protocol which is the lowest level one. It also explains the 
node software programs. In addition, it explains the node to 
node protocol also. In this chapter, Host-Host communication 
protocol and software should be described. Moreover, 
host-node software also should be included. 

6-1 Host-Host Communication Protocol; 

From the hierarchical structure of the protocol shown in 
fig.(4-1), we can deduce that it consists of three distinct 
layers. The higher layer is the user layer which can be rep
resented by the file transfer protocol. The next layer is the 
logical link layer which has been represented by the host-host 
protocol. The physical link layer is the lowest layer. 
The host-host and the node-node protocols represent this 
layer. The physical link layer is transparent to the higher 
logical link layer. 

6«d.l. j>ailient Features: 

1- Host-Host communication protocol performs the 
principal function of an integrated communication protocol 
namely; establishing and breaking connection, data flow control, 
and error control. 
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2- It is designed to be a self-limiting protocol since 
it dose not require infinit storage or infinite time in a loop 
or waiting state0 

3- It can be changed without extensive changes in the 
other levelso 

6-1*2- Message" Format t 

There are two major types of messages, information message 
and control message» In general, ' the message consists of two 
principal parts, the header and the text. The header comprises 
four fields. The first is the message name (the link number). 
The next field comprises the destinator address. The third one 
includes the number of bytes of all the messages to be sent. 
The last field in the header is the control field. 

This field contains zeros in case of information 
message, while in the control message the control field 
comprises a code which differs according to the specific 
function of each one. 

The text contains the information which are organized in 
blocks in case of information message. At the end of each . 
block, we have the checksum field. This represents the error 
control field in Host-Node protocol and a second level error 
control for the Node-Node protocol since it has already the 
CRC error control. 

On the other hand, the text in control message is much 
shorter and equals zero in the connect confirm (CF), ACK 
reset request (RR), and clear connection (CC). In case of 
connect request (CR), it contains the number of (bytes) to be 
transfered and in reset reply (RP) it contains the address of 
the failed host. 

6*-l03. ^Protocol Principle Functiongs 

Fig (6-1) show* the Host-Host communication protocol 
main functions flow unart. This can be explained as follows; 

1. Establishing a connection between two hostss 
If host 1 (HS) has a ready message to be transmi

tted to Host 2 (HR), HS issues a (CR) message. If HR is ava
ilable and has enough buffer, it will answer by a (CP) message 
and the connection is established otherwise, HR will answer by 
a (CC) message. 
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2. Data flow controls 
As soon as the connection is established between the 

two hosts, HS sends its information message to HR and - ini
tiate, a time out interrupt» On the other hand, the HR rece
ives the message and checks it„ If it is error free, the HR 
issues an ACK„ message to the HS„ If not, it will ignore the 
message a In this case, there will be a time-out at the HS 
side = HS has to retransmit the message to HR twice* Should 
there will be no ACK, HR must call th.e error routine e 

3. Error Controls 

This function is represented by the error routine fig„ 
(6-2)o In this routine, the HS sends reset request message 
to all the other hosts on the line to inform them by the 
probability of the specific host error and initiates a 
time-out interval interrupt„ If it receives a reset reply 
message from any hostr then it will notify that mthe HR00 

is "in error but if not;? it will notify that ""the link is in 
error"0 

6„2 0 Host-Host Communication Protocol as Applied to H 316; 

This protocol is realized through modular program that rung 
under the os-16 real time operating system,, Using this operat
ing system of modular organization enables priority Schedul
ing of the program modules, communication between modulesa and 
co-ordination of I/O devices and common subroutines„ Details 
about this operating system are in refsc (5 and 6)„ 

6,2.1c The Protocol Program Modules; 

It comprises 7 modules which ares 
1" Host send program module 'HS*„ 

2~ Message send program module (MS) 

3- Host receive program module (HR)„ 

4~ Parity add/check program module. 

5- Node driver module0 

6~ Disc driver module0 

7- Error program module„ 
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1- Host send program (HS) 

This handles the protocol of transmitting a message. It 
prepares for the message transfer from disc to host by calling 
the disc driver modules At the end of this module, the host 
send module calls the parity add/ host send check program, 
this adds checksum words to all the message blocks. The inf
ormation message is now ready to be transferred0 provided that 
the host receive is ready to accept the message„ Then the 
HS prepares a (CR) message and then it requests the MA to send 
this message. The (HR) must acknowledge the message either 
by a connect confirm message (CF), or a connect clear (CC). 
The CF message would inform HS program that/ information message 
could be transmitted. Then HS will call the (MS) which 
handles the message transfer, and HS terminates. 

2- Host receive program module (HR) 

The HR is an interrupt driver program. The node interrupt 
will cause the HR interrupt response code to be executed. The 
node status register is read and the type of interrupt is 
identifed. In case of transfer request interrupt, the message 
size is read and HR prepares for message transfer and the node 
driver is requested. 

At end of transfer, the received message type is examined. 
If the received message is an information one, the parity check 
program is requested. Should the message be error free. KR 
transfers it to the disc through the disc driver. An ACK 
message is prepared and sent through the MS program and the 
HR terminatesc On the other hand, if the received message is 
a control one, it prepares the answer according to the specific 
message, calls the MS piogram to send it and HR terminate 

3» Error Program: 

This program module is called whenever the MS program . 
fails to transmit the message. This situation arizes when the 
message is transmitted and retransmitted ACK has been received. 

There are two expected types of error, which leads to 
this situation: 

1- Host receives computer failure. 

2- Link error isolating the host send from the network. The 
error routine translates exactly the error type0 The error 
control mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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6.3. Host-Host Communication Protocol as Applied to Interdata7/16 

It differs from that applied to H 316 due to the 
different arachitecture of the interdata operating system 
0S/16MT. In this, the communication programs are cc|f|ssider|f§ 
as tasks in the operating system. These are t#B main tasks, 
host send task and host receive task. In addition there is the 
time wait task. The node is considered as a periphery to the 
computer and it has a driver inside the operating system. 

The details of realizeation of this protocol are indica-' 
ted in references. 7 and 8. 

\ 
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VII. COMPUTER NETWORK SIMULATION 

7-1 Introduction: 

Simulation is a good tool for studing the network 
performanceo It helps to identify flows and bottel-necks 
that arise in an operational network„ It is the most 
powerful way to check the effectiveness of suggested 
solutions, by providing ready answers to the "what-if?" 

7-2 Simulator Implementationz 

A simulation program for the considered network is 
written in FORTRAN and run successfully on an INTERDATA 
7/16 computero It is a discrete time, event driven 
simulator (9). The simulated time is always advanced to 
the value of the earlist activity starting time,. Such 
activities include new arrival of messages, processing of 
received packets at nodes, transmission of packets,«..etce 
The ending of some activities would allow some others to 
be started, hence the simulated time would be always increas
ing as long as the simulator is running <, „ •.-; 
A general model for the simulated network, consists of 
several transmit/receive nodes connected together by a 
single communication linee Each node contains an input queue 
*IQ" and an output queue "0QW. 

Input queues are filled by messages (packets) 
received from both the host computer and the other nodes 
through the common line,, Output queues contain packets 
waiting for transmission over the line to other nodes. The 
model provides statistics of the network response time, wait 
time of packets before transmission, required buffer size 
at nodes, line and node utilization, useful transmitted 
packets, retransmitted packets and line errors, 

7-3 Simulated Node-to-Node Protocols 

The source node transmits a data to the destiation, and 
keeps a copy of it in its bufferQ This buffer is protected 
by a time-outo Upon receiving the data packet, the desti
nation node checks for transmission errors and only accepts 
the errorfree ones0 For each accepted data packet, an 
acknowledgement packet is generated and queued for trans
mission back to the source node0 Should the source m o d e ^ 
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•* -eive an acknowledgsmant before the tine out accurs, 
i would turn off the time out and release the buffer that 

:iolcl3 the acknowledged data packet. On the other hand, 
if the time out occurs, the source node generates a copy 
of the buffered • 'data packet and puts it on the top of 
its output queue for transmission to the destination, 
the time out would be reinitialised. However, if the 
expected acknowledgement is received while the copy is 
c,ueueing for transiir.isin, it would be accepted and the 
copy dropped. 

An unavoidable condition that is characteristic to all 
packet-switching networks employing retransmission is 
the receiving of duplicate packets. The simulated protocol 
incorporates an effective mechanism for duplicate packet 
detction (12) similar to the one used in the A.RPA network (11). 
This allows the receiver to unambigiously detect ".all received 
duplicate packets. These are ignored, but it is necessary 
to send back further acknowledgement, otherwise the source 
node would keep sending more duplicate packets. 

Acknowledgement packets are not buffered and not further 
acknowledged. Any missing acknowledgement (because of line 
error) would result in the source node, being timedout 
sending a copy of the unacknowledged data packet. The 
latter is treated at the destination node as a duplicate, 
and a further acknowledgement is thus returned. 

To apply the duplicate packet mechanism on our network, 
wa have to add to the packet header a byte which is called 
acknowledement field. 

7-4 Operation of the Simulator^ 

The simulation program accepts the following charac
teristics as input pararrvters: 

1. Network Throughput; 

Message arrivals are considered to be .poisson 
process (exponential distribution of the interarrival times) 
for every node pair in the network. The traffic between 
all node pairs is assumed to have the same intensity hoxvever 
this could be set to different individual values as needed 
if unbalanced traffic is to be studied. 

The simulator accepts the input paramter in units 
of "messages/hour/node-pair"„ 
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2„ Input Message Sizes 

Individual message length for every new arrival is 
picked up at random, (a stored probability distribution). The 
simulator accepts the pdf (probability density function) 
of the message length in a tabulated form as an input paramter, 
and generates the aformenetioned corresponding probability 
distribution. 

However, it is possible to use standard distribu
tions for the message length that provide the probability 
directly in a closed from relation. The geometric dis
tribution is found to be a good representation for computer 
messages (11)c 

3» Transmission Errorss 

Transmission line errors are assumed to take place 
based on the bit error rate. Each individual number of 
errorfree transmitted bits is picked at random from a normal 
distribution whose mean and variance are applied to the 
simulator as input parameters. 

Any transmitted packet that contains an erroneously 
received bit ignored at the receiver node. 

4. Retransmission Time-Out; 

This is a very important paramter which has direct 
effect on the network performance and can easily lead to 
unacceptable situations when misadjusted. Two policies 
are studied: 

a. Fixed value for all nodes. 
b. Different time out values depending on the distination 

node to account for the different transmission prior
ities assigned to the nodes. The lower the priority 
level of the destination node for some transmitted 
packet, the larger the time out value that is assigned 
to it for retransmission. 

7-5 Other Input Paramters To The Simulator; 

a. Line speed. 
b. Line preparation time (test for priority) 
c. Node processing time of received packets. 
d. Number of nodes. 
e. Number of logical channels/line, 
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run 

7-5 Firmlator Output: 

The simulator print-out includes two standard sections 
and three options„ The standard printing is shown in: 
(Fic_,3 7.1. a and b) „ 

1. Input data of the simulated case, including the 
number of nodes, traffic lood, line speed, retransmission 
time out,distribution of line errors, number of store and 
forword buffers/node, and max. buffer size. 

2. Statistics report at the end of every simulation 
. "The report includes: (Pig. 7.1.a) 

s 1 . Total simulated time. 
li. Mean and standard deviation of both transit 
..„ time and round trip time. 
111. Overall averege values for the node utilization, 

line utilization (with and without considering 
the acknowledgement packets), wait time of data 
packets before transmission, afid total- hamber of 
transmitted packets, 

iv. Total number of transmitted packets and its 
division into data (useful), ack. (null), and 
copies (retransmitted). The number of trans
mission errors is also given. 

v. The paramters stated in (iii) and (iv) are 
stated for each individual traffic class •' 
(traffic between ordered node pairs). 

vi. For each node, the maximum number of used store 
and forward" buffers, and the number of rejected 
external arrivals upon buffer overflow is mention. The 
number of available node buffers is repeated for 
reference. 

3. The optional print-out consists of: 

A- Trace of abnormal events (ABTRC Option): 
Fig.7.l.b) 

When requested, the simulator prints a line of 
information whenever an abnormal condition takes place. 
The first two columns contain a code name of the relevant 
event and the value of simulated time in seconds 
(with 1ms. resolutions). 
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r*i. this project a real tine computer network has been 
proposed It has a hierarchical structure. One level of the 
c^puter network has realized. The concerned level comprises 
two r-'dnicornputcrs which are interconnected by a single serial 
r'.xto chennel through two microprocessors based nodes. The in
telligent node has been fully designed and realized from the 
..-joint of nardwqre and software. It consists of two irain parts 
mir.ely. the conation part and the private part The common part 
design is unique through out all the computer network . either 
in the same level or between two different levels. The private 
part slightly differs according to the minicomputer architec
ture since it acts as an interface between the communication 
interface (the common part) and the minicomputer. In 
addition to the node software, the comunication protocol for all 
the computer network level has been developed. The protocol 
is of a hierarchical structure nature, It includes three layers.-
The user layer which is the higher layer can be represented by 
the file transfer protocol. This layer is the logical link 
layer which has been represented by the host host protocol. 

In this layer the two operating systems of the two 
minicomputers co operate to fullfil all the protocol functions. 

The operating system OS16/MT has been slightly modified 
to suit the real time applications especially how to deal with 
th'5 external interrupt correctly. The lowest layer is the 
physical link layer It consists of the host node, and 
node node conanunication protocol. This physical link layer is 
transparent to the higher logical link layer , The suggested 
communication protocol is considered as an integrated one- sine 
* t perForir>s the principle function of an integrated protocol 
namely, establishing and breaking connection data flow control 
r-nci error control. Moreover it is designed to be self limiting 
protocol since it dose not require infinite storage or infinite 
tine in a loop or waiting state. In addition, each layer can 
be changed without extensive changes in the other layers. 

Finally, on the way of complete realization to the comp
uter network level, a simulation study have been carried out 
to be able to adopt some reasonable values for some network 
parameters. For example, the time out values for the message 
response., the line speed, the traffic density on the single 
serial data channel has been deduced. Moreover- the 
simulation shows us that we have to add one field to the message 
header to be able to get rid of the duplicate packet phenomena. 
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